McCULLOUGH HILL LEARY, Ps
Jnne 4, 2018

VIA EMAIL

Ben Sticka, Planner
City of Redmond
15670 NE 85 th Street
PO Box 97010
Redmond, WA 98073-9710
Re: Emerald Heights IL and AL Conditional Use Permit Application
Dear Ben:
This responds to your request for a letter from Emerald Heights legal connsel regarding the
Emerald Heights IL and AL Conditional Use Permit ("CUP") Application ("Application").
This letter will address the Applicant's Compliance with each of the City's Conditional Use
Permit decision criteria set forth at RZC 21.76.070(D)(4), and with each of the City's Retirement
Residence Approval Criteria set forth at RZC 21.08.090(D).

Conditional Use Permit Design Criteria
RZC 21.76.070(K.)(4) contains six decision criteria. This letter will respond to each in turn.

The City may approve or approve with modifications, the conditional use only if the
applicant demonstrates that:
(a) The conditional use is consistent with the RZC and the Comprehensive Plan.
With reference to the IL proposal, consistency with the RZC and the Comprehensive Plan is
set forth in the IL 90% PREP submission dated January 5, 2018; the IL responses to the
City Design Standards Checklist; the minutes of the Design Review Board for the IL
proposal dated November 16, 2017, December 21, 2017,January 18, 2018, and February 15,
2018; renderings submitted to the Design Review Board; and the Environmental Checklist
dated September 22, 2017 (collectively, "IL Consistency documents").
With reference to the AL proposal, consistency with the RZC and the Comprehensive Plan is
set forth in the AL 90% PREP submission dated April 20, 2017; the AL responses to the City
Design Standards Checklist dated October 13, 2017 ; the minutes of the Design Review
Board for the AL proposal dated October 201, 2016; renderings submitted to the Design
Review Board; the Environmental Checklist dated September 12, 2016; the draft Technical
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Notice of Decision dated June 21, 2017; and the April 24, 2018 response to the City's request
for additional information (collectively, "AL Consistency Documents").

(b) The conditional use is designed in a manner which is compatible with and
responds to the existing or intended character, appearance, quality of
development, and physical characteristics of the subject property and immediate
vicinity.
See the IL and the AL Consistency Documents, with particular attention to: (i) the IL and AL
Design Standards Checklists; (ii) renderings submitted to the Design Review Board, the
approval of the IL project by Design Review Board, the positive comments regarding
compatibility by the Design Review Board for the AL; and (iii) Section 10 of the
Environmental Checklist.

(c) The location, size, and height of buildings, structures, walls and fences, and
screening vegetation for the conditional use shall not hinder neighborhood
circulation or discourage the permitted development or use of neighboring
properties.
See response to section (b) above.

(d) The type of use, hours of operation, and appropriateness of the use in relation to
adjacent uses minimize unusual hazards or characteristics of the use that would
have adverse impacts.
See the IL and the AL Consistency Documents, with particular attention to the Environmental
Checklist.

(e) The conditional use is such that pedestrian and vehicular traffic associated with
the use will not be hazardous or conflict with existing and anticipated traffic in the
neighborhood.
See the IL and the AL Consistency Documents, with particular attention to the Design Standards
Checklists and Section 14 of the Environmental Checklist.

(f) The conditional use will be supported by adequate public facilities or services and
will not adversely affect public services to the surrounding area or conditions are
established to mitigate adverse impacts on such facilities.
See the IL and the AL Consistency Documents, with particular attention to Section 15 of the
Environmental Checklist.
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Retirement Residence Approval Criteria
RZC 21.08.370(0) sets forth 4 Approval Criteria for approval of a retirement residence
development. This letter will respond to each in turn.

(1) The application complies with the requirements of this section and the Zoning
Code.
With respect to compliance with the zoning code, see the IL and AL Consistency
Documents.
With respect to compliance "with the requirements of this section":
(a) The Applicant will comply with the minimum AL or skilled nursing care requirements;
(b) The Applicant will comply with the maximum skilled nursing care provision;
(c) As demonstrated in the IL and AL Consistency Documents, there is adequate water and
sewer capacity to serve the proposed development;
(d) A retirement residential development will generate fewer peak hour trips than a single
family residential development with the same number of units;
(e) The City has stated that in light of prior traffic study findings, a traffic mitigation plan
for this proposal would not be merited;
(f) As demonstrated in the IL and AL Consistency Documents, the project will comply with
all applicable development standards;
(g) As demonstrated in the IL and AL Consistency Documents, setback, screening,
landscaping, and integration requirements will be met;
(h) As demonstrated in the IL and AL Consistency Documents, housing set-aside
requirements will be met;
(i) As demonstrated in the IL and AL Consistency Documents and in particular the Design
Standard Checklists, the Design and Development Standards relating to residential
character, parking, and screening will be complied with.

(2) The design, scale, and appearance of the development is consistent with the
character of the existing and planned neighborhood in which it may be located.
See the IL and AL Consistency Documents, with particular attention to the Design Standard
Checklists, DRB approval of the IL Building, the minutes of the DRB meetings, and the
renderings submitted to the DRB. See also the prior approvals of the Trailside Building dated
March 7, 2013 and April 8, 2013;the Fitness Center dated June 2, 2011 and June 28, 2011; the
Multi-Purpose Building dated May 9, 2012 and May 21, 2012; and the Dining Expansion dated
April 4, 2013 and April 19, 2013.
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(3) Adequate public facilities and services are available to serve the development.
See the IL and AL Consistency Documents, with particular attention to Section 15 of the
Environmental Checklist.

(4) The development is located along a transit route, which provides all day service, or
the applicant is proposing to provide affordable transportation services to transport
residents to the Redmond Senior Center, library, shopping, medical services, and
other basic needs. If the applicant is proposing to provide transportation services,
the applicant shall provide those uses until all-day public transit service is provided
to the site.
See the IL and AL Consistency Documents, with particular attention to Section 14 of the
Environmental Checklist.

Sincerely,

/1(1)
G. Richard Hill

cc:

Julie Lawton
Lisa Hardy
Grant Linacre
Mike :Miller

